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Existence theorems for the nonlinear parabolic differential equation y­ ur­ t q
< < p  . n w .Du q u q f x, t s 0 in R = 0, ` with zero initial value are established given
 .explicit conditions on the nonhomogeneous term f x, t . An existence theorem is
also demonstrated for the corresponding elliptic equation. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The parabolic partial differential equation
­ u¡ p n< <y q Du q u q f x , t s 0 in R = 0, ` . .~ ­ t¢ nu x , 0 s 0 for all x g R , .
n  2 2 .  .where D s  ­ r­ x is the Laplacian operator, n G 3, p ) nr n y 2 ,1 i
and f is a continuous function, and its corresponding elliptic equation
< < p nDu q u q f x s 0 in R , .
appeared in recent years in the study of limit theorems for super-Brownian
w xmotion 8, 2 . In such contexts, the exponent p lies in the range 1 - p F 2.
The intent of this paper is to establish existence results for these equations
with explicit conditions on the nonhomogeneous terms. This paper is the
w xcontinuation of an earlier one by this author 1 . The existence results
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w x w xgiven in this work and in 1 extend those of 8, 2, 6 in that the
nonhomogeneous term needs to satisfy much weaker conditions. The
w xreader is referred to the introduction of 1 for a brief survey of results
known for the elliptic equation.
The main difficulty arising with differential equations defined on the
whole of R n is the lack of compactness of functional spaces there defined.
Variational methods to establish existence are therefore very difficult to
implement. The existence theorems presented here follow from the
Schauder]Tychonoff theorem applied respectively to the Newtonian po-
tential and the parabolic volume potential. They follow from the observa-
tion that these potentials when restricted to appropriate function spaces
n n w .are equicontinuous on convex bounded sets of R and R = 0, ` ,
respectively.
This paper is divided into two parts. The first part deals with the elliptic
equation presented above. An existence theorem is first presented fol-
lowed by a proposition demonstrating a monotone property among solu-
tions of elliptic differential equations of this structure. The second part
treats the parabolic equation. Two theorems are demonstrated. Both are
existence theorems but the second one has the added property that its
solution converges to that of the corresponding elliptic equation as t ª `.
2. ELLIPTIC EQUATION
w xThe following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 9 given in 1 . It
 .allows for nonhomogeneous terms f x which are not necessarily positive
and which have slower decay at infinity. Also, its proof differs from that in
w x1 in that it does not use the Contraction Mapping Theorem but the
Schauder]Tychonoff theorem.
 .THEOREM 1. Let n g N with n G 3, p ) nr n y 2 , and d ) 0 be a
 .  .positi¨ e number satisfying n y 2 y nrp - d F n y 2 p y n. Assume the
 .following conditions on the nonhomogeneous term f x
 . 0, g  n.1 f g C R where 0 - g F 1,
< <f x .
 .2 dx - `,H ny2n < <xR
j
 . <  . <3 N x F  .  .2qd r py1< <2 1 q x .
1 f y .
 .where N x s dyH ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
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with v denoting the area of the unit sphere of R n and where 0 - j Fn
 .j n, p, d . Then, there exists a solution to the equation0
< < p nDu q u q f x s 0 in R . .
Furthermore, this solution satisfies the inequality
j
nN x F u x F for all x g R . .  .  .  .2qd r py1< <1 q x .
Remarks. The constant j can be evaluated exactly. It is the minimum0
 .  .  .of the right hand sides of inequalities 1 , 2 , and 3 given further in this
<  . <  < <.2qd .r py1.paper. Nonhomogeneous terms of the form f x F er 1 q x
 .where e ) 0 is sufficiently small will satisfy condition 3 above. This
condition is much weaker than the ones required in the theorems of
w x  .1 . There the nonhomogeneous term needs to satisfy 0 F f x F
 < <.2r py1.cr 1 q x where c is sufficiently small.
 n.Proof. Let C R denote the set of bounded continuous functions onB
n 5 5  .nR endowed with the standard sup-norm, i.e., ¨ s sup ¨ x .R
  n. <  . <  < <.2qd .r py1.4Set V s u g C R such that u x F jr 1 q x wherej B
 n.j ) 0. V is clearly a closed convex subset of C R .j B
 n.Consider the mapping F: V ª C R defined byj
< < p1 u y q f y .  .
Fu x s dy. . H ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
 .We show that F V ; V for j ) 0 sufficiently small.j j
 .STEP 1. F V ; V if 0 - j F j .j j 0
1 1< < < <Proof. We need to consider two cases: when x G and when x - .4 4
1< <  .  .  .  .  .Case 1. x G . Set Fu x s F u x q F u x q F u x q N x1 2 34
where
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy , . H1 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < x y yxyy F x r2n
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy , . H2 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < < < x y yx r2F xyy F2 xn
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and
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy. . H3 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < x y y2 x F xyyn
We need to consider each operator F separately. For F , we have thati 1
for all u g Vj
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy . H1 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < x y yxyy F x r2n
1 j p
F dyH  .  ..2qd r py1 pny2n y 2 v . < < < < < < < <xyy F x r2 x y y 1 q y .n
22qd .r py1.. p j p r ny1< <x r2F drH .  .. ny22qd r py1 pn y 2 r . < < rs01 q x .
2qd .r py1.. py3 p2 j 1
F . .  .2qd r py1n y 2 . < <1 q x .
For the second operator F , we have that for all u g V2 j
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy . H2 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < < < x y yx r2F xyy F2 xn
ny2 < < p2 u y .
F dyH ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < xy F3 xn
2 ny2 j p 1
F dyHny2  .  ..2qd r py1 pn y 2 v < < . < < < < < <x y F3 x 1 q y .n
2 ny2 j p 5ny2. 1< <3 x ny1F r drHny2  .  ..2qd r py1 pn y 2 . < < 01 q x 1 q r .  .
ny2 p10 j 1
F , .  .2qd r py1n y 2 2 q d r p y 1 p y n .  .  . . < <1 q x .
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1< <where the third inequality uses x G . For the third operator F , we have34
that for all u g Vj
< < p1 u
F u x s dy . H3 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < x y y2 x F xyyn
< < p1 u
F dyHny2 ny2n y 2 v 2 < < . < < < < x2 x F xyyn
ny2 p
`5 j 1 1
ny1F r drHny2 ny2 2qd .r py1.. pn y 2 2 r . < << < rs x1 q x .
ny2 p3 j 1
F , .  .2qd r py1n y 2 p 2 q d r p y 1 y n .  .  . . < <1 q x .
1< <where the second inequality uses x G .4
Choose j ) 0 to be sufficiently small such that the sum of the constants
in the above estimates for the operators F , F , and F satisfy the1 2 3
inequality
j
pj K F ,1 2
where
22qd .r py1.. py3 10 ny2
K s q1  n y 2 n y 2 p 2 q d r p y 1 y n .  .  . .
3ny2
q .5n y 2 p 2 q d r p y 1 y n .  .  . .
This is equivalent to
 .1r py11
j F . 1 .
2 K1
 .Using the hypothesis on the Newton potential N x , we obtain that
j 1
< <Fu x F for all x G . .  .  .2qd r py1 4< <1 q x .
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1< <  .  .  .  .  .Case 2. x G . Set F x s F u x q F u x q F u x q N x1 4 54
where
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy , . H1 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < x y yxyy F x r2n
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy , . H4 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < x y yx r2F xyy F1n
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy , . H5 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < x y y1F xyyn
1 f y .
N x s dy. . H ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
The first operator F is the same as that of Case 1. The estimate for F1 1
< <obtained there did not use the condition on the size of x . Hence, it is still
valid for this case. For the operator F , we shall need the following4
condition on j ) 0
 .  .2qd r py1pj j 4
F ; /2 n y 2 4 5 .
this is equivalent to
 .1r py1 .  .2qd r py1n y 2 4 .
j F . 2 . /2 5
We have that for all u g Vj
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy . H4 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < < < x y yx r2F xyy F1n
1 j p
F dyH  .  ..2qd r py1 pny2n y 2 v . < < < < < < < <x r2F xyy F1 x y y 1 q y .n
j p 1
F r drHn y 2 . < <rs x r2
2p < <j x
s 1 y
2 n y 2 4 .
j 1
F , .  .2qd r py14 < <1 q x .
where the last inequality holds by the above condition on j .
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For the operator F , we have that for all u g V5 j
< < p1 u y .
F u x s dy . H5 ny2n y 2 v < < . < < x y y1F xyyn
1 j p
F dyH  .  ..2qd r py1 pny2n y 2 v . < < < < < < < <1y x F y x y y 1 q y .n
ny2 p
`2 j r
F drH  .  ..2qd r py1 pn y 2 . < <rs1y x 1 q r .
ny2 p
`2 j 1
F drH  .  ..2qd r py1 py1n y 2 . < <rs1y x 1 q r .
2 ny2 j p 1
F  .ny2 py2n y 2 2 q d r p y 1 p y 2 .  .  . . < <2 y x .
ny2 p2 j 1
F ,ny2n y 2 2 q d r p y 1 p y 2 .  .  . . < <1 q x .
1< < < < < <where the second inequality holds since y r2 F x y y when x - and4
1< < < < < <the last inequality holds since 1 q x F 2 y x when x - .4
 .Choose j ) 0 to be sufficiently small so that it satisfies inequality 2
and so that the sum of the constants in the estimates for F , F , and F1 4 5
verify the inequality
22qd .r py1.. py3 j p j 2 ny2 j p j
q q F .
n y 2 4 n y 2 2 q d r p y 1 p y 2 2 .  .  .  . .
Hence
j
py1j K F ,2 4
where
22qd .r py1.. py3 2 ny2
K s q .2  5n y 2 n y 2 2 q d r p y 1 p y 2 .  .  .  . .
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This is equivalent to
 .1r py11
j - . 3 . /4K2
 .Using the hypothesis on the Newton potential N x , we obtain that
j 1
< <Fu x F for all x - . .  .  .2qd r py1 4< <1 q x .
 .Hence, with 0 - j F j we obtain that F V ; V proving the claim.0 j j
STEP 2. The map F: V ª V is a continuous operator for all 0 - j F j .j j 0
Proof. Let u, ¨ g V . Thereforej
< < p < < p1 u y y ¨ y .  .
Fu x y F¨ x s dy. .  . H ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
By the Mean Value Theorem, this implies that
p 3 py1j py1
< < 5 5Fu x y F¨ x F u y ¨ dy. .  . H 2qdny2nn y 2 v . < < < <R x y y 1 q y .n
 .Let G x be the function
1 1
G x s dy. . H 2qdny2nn y 2 v . < < < <R x y y 1 q y .n
nw x  .By Lemma 2.3 of 5 , G x is bounded in R since 2 q d ) 2.
 .STEP 3. F V is an equicontinuous family of functions when restricted toj
closed balls of R n centered at the origin.
Proof. The proof can be shown by expressing the partial derivatives of
the functions Fu in terms of potentials, and then bounding them on V .j
But a direct proof is also possible and is given below.
 .Let B 0 denote the ball of radius R centered at the origin. SinceR
 . 2 n.  .N x g C R , it suffices to show that H V wherej
< < pu y .
Hu x s dy . H ny2n < <x y yR
 .is an equicontinuous family of functions when restricted to B 0 .R
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 .  .Let x , x g B 0 with x / x . Set B s B x and B s1 2 R 1 2 1 2 < x yx < 1 21 2
 .B x , then3 < x yx < 21 2
< <Hu x y Hu x .  .1 2
1 1p< <F u y y .H ny2 ny2n < < < <x y y x y yR 1 2
1 1p< <F u y q dy .H ny2 ny2 5< < < <x y y x y yB1 1 2
1 1p< <q u y y dy. 4 .  .H ny2 ny2n < < < <x y y x y yR _B1 1 2
We need now to find bounds for each integral in this last inequality.
< < pu y . < <2 x yx 21 2p p < <dy F j v r dr s j 2v x y xH Hn n 1 2ny2< <x y yB 01 1
< < p < < pu y u y .  . < <3 x yx1 2pdy F dy F j v r drH H Hnny2 ny2< < < <x y y x y yB B 01 22 2
p < < 2F j v 5 x y xn 1 2
since B ; B .1 2
 .To find a bound for the last integral in 4 , we use the following
inequality obtained by the Mean Value Theorem,
< <1 1 x y x1 2y F n y 2 , .ny2 ny2 ny1< < < < < <x y y x y y x y y1 2
 .  .where x s x q u x y x for some 0 - u - 1, where u s u x , x , y .1 2 1 1 2
nBut for all y g R _ B , the following inequality holds:1
1
< < < < < <y y x F y y x F 2 y y x .1 12
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Hence
1 1p< <u y y dy .H ny2 ny2n < < < <x y y x y yR _B1 1 2
< < pu y .
ny1 < <F 2 n y 2 x y x dy . H1 2 ny1n < <y y xR _B1 1
1
ny1 p < <F 2 n y 2 j x y x dy. . H1 2  .  ..2qd r py1 pny1n < < < <R _B y y x 1 q y .1 1
But the integral in this last inequality can be bounded by a constant
 .C s C R as
1
dyH  .  ..2qd r py1 pny1n < < < <R _B y y x 1 q y .1 1
1
F dyH  .  ..2qd r py1 pny1n  < < 4 < < < <R _B l y F2 R y y x 1 q y .1 1
1
q dyH  .  ..2qd r py1 pny1n  < < 4 < < < <R _B l y G2 R y y x 1 q y .1 1
2 ny13R
F v dr q dyH Hn  .  ..2qd r py1 p ny1< < < < < <0 y G2 R 1 q y y .
2 ny1 1
F v 3R q v .n n  .  ..2qd r py1 py12 q d r p y 1 p y 1 .  . . 2 R .
Adding all these bounds together, we obtain that
< < < <Hu x y Hu x F C x y x , .  .1 2 1 2
 .where C s C R, p, n, d , j .
 .  n.STEP 4. F V is precompact in C R when 0 - j F j .j B 0
 4Proof. The proof follows the standard diagonal argument. Let u be an
 .sequence of functions in V where 0 - j F j . By Step 1, F V ; V . Wej 0 j j
 4  4need to extract a convergent subsequence of Fu . By Step 3, Fu isn n
 .equicontinuous on B 0 . Hence by the Arzela]Ascoli theorem, there1
 4  .exists a subsequence Fu converging uniformly on B 0 . Similarly,1n 1
 4  .  4Fu is equicontinuous on B 0 , thus there exists a subsequence Fu1n 2 2 n
 .converging uniformly on B 0 . Continuing in this manner, we construct2
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 4countably many nested subsequences Fu where for each k g N thek n
 4sequence Fu converges uniformly on B .k n k
 4  4Consider the diagonal subsequence Fu of Fu . It obviously con-nn n
verges pointwise to a continuous function ¨ g V . Because of the uniformj
 4decay at ` of functions in V , it is now straightforward to show that Fuj nn
nconverges uniformly to ¨ on R .
We now complete the proof of the theorem.
Let 0 - j F j . By the previous steps, the map F: V ª V defined by0 j j
< < p1 u y q f y .  .
Fu x s dy . H ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
is a well defined continuous operator. Since V is a closed convex subset ofj
 n.  .C R and F V is precompact, it follows by the Schauder]TychonoffB j
theorem that F must have a fixed point; that is,
< < p1 u y q f y .  .
u x s dy . H ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
<  . <  < <.2qd .r py1.for some function u g V . Hence u x F jr 1 q x .j
Since f is locally Holder continuous in R n, the classical theory of theÈ
 w x. 2 n.Newtonian potential refer to Chapter 4 of 4 ensures that u g C R
and satisfies the equation
< < p nDu q u q f x s 0 in R . .
 .  .It is clear that u x G N x .
The next proposition demonstrates that all small solutions of elliptic
equations of this form are ordered with respect to the nonhomogeneous
term.
 .PROPOSITION 1. Let n g N with n G 3, p ) nr n y 2 , and d ) 0. Let
 2 n. <  . <  < < 2 .1qd .r py1.4S s u g C R such that u x - j r 1 q x where3
 .1r py1n p n y 2 y 2 .
j s .3  5p p y 1 p y 1 n .  .
Let u , u g S be solutions of respecti¨ ely1 2
< < p nDu q u q f x s 0 in R .1 1 1
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and
< < p nDu q u q f x s 0 in R , .2 2 2
 n. nwhere f , f g C R . Then, f F f in R « u F u .1 2 1 2 1 2
In particular, there does not exist a positi¨ e solution u g S to the partial
< < p  .differential equation Du q u q f x s 0 if f - 0. Also, for any f this
elliptic equation has at most one solution in S.
Proof. Let u , u , f , and f be as stated above. Then1 2 1 2
< < p < < p nD u y u q u y u q f y f s 0 in R . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  py1  < < 2 .1qd .Setting w s u y u and K x s sign u y u p j r 1 q x , we1 2 1 2 3
easily obtain the inequality
Dw q K x w G 0 in R n . .
Consider the linear differential equation
< < nD¨ q K x ¨ q h x s 0 in R .  . ¨ ) 0,
 .  < < 2 . pr py1.where h x s 1r 1 q x .
By the supersolution method, this equation possesses a positive solution.
2 1r py1. < < .It suffices to choose ¨ s 0 as a subsolution and ¨ s hr 1 q x
for h ) 0 sufficiently large as a supersolution. It can be shown as in
w xTheorem 2 of 1 that this solution must satisfy the integral equation
< <1 K y ¨ y q h y .  .  .
¨ x s dy. . H ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
w xHence, by Lemma 2.6 of 5 , ¨ must have the following decay at infinity
C
¨ x G at `. . 2r py1.< <x
Since h G 0, this solution ¨ must satisfy the differential inequality
D¨ q K x ¨ F 0 in R n . .
 .  .  .Consider the function u x s w x r¨ x . Then, by the generalized maxi-
 w x.mum principle refer to Theorem 10, Chapter 2, of 7 , we obtain that
max u x - max u x . .  .
< < < <x -R x sR
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 .But u x ª 0 as R ª ` since
C
w x F at ` . 2qd .r py1.< <x
and
C
¨ x G at `. . 2r py1.< <x
Hence,
u F 0 « u F u .1 2
3. PARABOLIC EQUATION
A similar technique is now applied to the parabolic volume potential.
The image of an appropriate function set through this potential will yield
an equicontinuous family of functions on convex bounded subsets of
n w .R = 0, ` . This yields the following existence theorem.
 .THEOREM 2. Let n g N with n G 3, p ) nr n y 2 , and let d ) 0 be a
 .  .positi¨ e number satisfying n y 2 y nrp - d F n y 2 p y n. Assume the
 .following conditions on the nonhomogeneous term f x, t
 .  .1 f s f x, t is locally Holder continuous in x uniformly in t,
< <F x .
 . <  . <  .2 f x, t F F x where dx - `,H ny2n < <xR
f y , s .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys. .3 e dy dsHH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
j
F for all t ) 0, .  .2qd r py1< <2 1 q x .
 .where 0 - j F j n, p, d with j as defined in Theorem 1.0 0
 .Then, there exists a solution u s u x, t to the equation
­ u¡ p n< <y q Du q u q f x , t s 0 in R = 0, ` . .~ ­ t¢u x , 0 s 0. .
<  . <Furthermore, this solution satisfies the inequality u x, t F
 < <.2qd .r py1.jr 1 q x .
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<  . <Remarks. As in Theorem 1, nonhomogeneous terms of the form f x
 < <.2qd .r py1.F er 1 q x where e ) 0 is sufficiently small will satisfy condi-
 .tion 3 . The case of a small nonzero initial value could also be treated by
w xmethods analogous to those of 9 , i.e., by adding another integral term to
the mapping C given in the proof below.
 n w x.Proof. Let C R = 0, T denote the set of bounded continuousB
n w xfunctions defined on R = 0, T where T ) 0 and endowed with the
  n w x. <  . <standard sup norm. Set W s u g C R = 0, T ; u x, t Fj , T B
 < <.2qd .r py1.4jr 1 q x where j ) 0. The subspace W is clearly a closedj , T
 n w x.convex subset of C R = 0, T .B
Consider the mapping
p< <u y , s q f y , s .  .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys.Cu x , t s e dy ds. . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
 .We need to show that for sufficiently small j ) 0, C W ; W .j , T j , T
 .STEP 1. C W ; W for 0 - j F j , for all T G 0.j , T j , T 0
Proof. It is clear that
yj
Cu x , t G .  .  .2qd r py1< <1 q x .
 .due to the hypotheses on f x, t .
 .  < <.2qd .r py1.Thus, we need to show that Hu x, t F jr2 1 q x , where
< < pu y , s .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys.Hu x , t s e dy ds. . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
Since u g W ,j
j p ey< xyy <
2 r4 tys.
t
Hu x , t F dy ds. . HH  .  .. n2qd r py1 pn < <0 R 1 q y . ’ 4p t y s .
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Thus, by Fubini's theorem,
j p ey< xyy <
2 r4 tys.
t
Hu x , t F dy ds . H H .  .. n2qd r py1 pn < <R 01 q y . ’ 4p t y s .
j p 1
F dy.H 2qdny2nn y 2 v . < < < <R x y y 1 q y .n
Since 0 - j F j , the arguments of the proof of Theorem 1 yield that0
j
Hu x , t F . .  .  .2qd r py1< <2 1 q x .
 .STEP 2. C W is an equicontinuous family of functions when restrictedj , T
 . w xto sets of the form B 0 = 0, T where R ) 0 and T ) 0.R
<  . <  < <.2qd .r py1.Proof. Since u x, t F jr 1 q x and the right hand func-
tion is clearly locally Holder continuous, uniformly in t, it follows that the
w xtwo integrals below are well defined. As shown in Chapter 1 of 3 , they are
the respective continuous partial derivatives of the parabolic volume
potential Cu, i.e.,
­ Cu
x , t .
­ xi
x y y ey< xyy < 2 r4 tys. .t ip< <s u y , s q f y , s dy ds, .  .HH nn 2 t y s .0 R ’ 4p t y s .
­ Cu
x , t .
­ t
< < pu y , s q f y , s .  .tp< <s u x , t q f x , t q .  . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .2
2< <yn x y y 2y< xyy < r4 tys.= q e dy ds.22 t y s . 4 t y s .
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 .Thus, these integrals can be bounded independently of u x, t as
p­ Cu jt
< <x , t F q f y , s .  .HH  .  .2qd pr py1n­ x < <0 R 1 q y .i
< < y< xyy <
2 r4 tys.x y y e
= dy ds,n2 t y s . ’ 4p t y s .
p­ Cu j
< <x , t F q f x , t .  . .  .2qd r py1­ t < <1 q x .
pjt
< <q q f y , s .HH  .  .2qd pr py1n < <0 R 1 q y .
22 y < xyy < r4 tys.< <yn x y y e
= q dy ds.2 n2 t y s . 4 t y s . ’ 4p t y s .
The convergence of this integral is readily seen by interchanging the order
of integration and integrating in the h variable instead of s where
< < 2  .h s x y y r4 t y s . Since the integrals in the above inequalities are
n w xcontinuous on R = 0, T , it follows that ­ Cur­ t and ­ Cur­ x arei
 . w xbounded on B 0 = 0, T uniformly in W . With this result the claimR j , T
now is easily demonstrated using the Mean Value Theorem.
We now complete the proof of the theorem. By Step 1, the map
C: W ª W is well defined when 0 - j F j . It is easy to show that itj , T j , T 0
 .is continuous refer to Step 2 of the next theorem for similar arguments .
By Step 2, it now straightforward to show, using a diagonal argument as
 .  n w x.done in Theorem 1, that C W is precompact in C R = 0, T whenj , T B
0 - j F j and T ) 0. Hence by the Schauder]Tychonoff theorem, C has0
a fixed point, i.e.,
p< <u y , s q f y , s .  .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys.u x , t s e dy ds . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
 .  < <.2qd .r py1.for some function u g W . Hence u x, t F jr 1 q x . Sincej , T
 .f x, t is locally Holder continuous in t, it follows from the parabolic
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 w x. 2, 1 nvolume potential theory refer to Chapter 1 of 3 that u g C R =
w x.0, T and satisfies the equation
­ u¡ p n< < w xy q Du q u q f x , t s 0 in R = 0, T .~ ­ t¢u x , 0 s 0. .
 4We need now to construct a solution for all time 0 F t - `. Let u bek
n w xthe sequence of solutions given above each in the domain R = 0, k
 .where k g N. Since Cu s u , the sequence is equicontinuous on B 0 =k k 1
w x0, 1 by Step 2. Thus it possesses a uniformly convergent subsequence on
 . w x  4B 0 = 0, 1 , say u . Arguing in the same manner, this subsequence1 1, k
 . w x  4itself has a uniformly convergent subsequence on B 0 = 0, 2 , say u .2 2, k
 44Hence, we construct countably many nested subsequences u wheren, k
 4  .for each n g N the sequence in k u converges uniformly on B 0 =n, k n
w x  4  40, n . Considering the diagonal sequence u of u , it obviously con-k , k k
verges pointwise to a continuous function u g W . This limit function uj , `
is now easily shown to be the sought after solution. Let t ) 0. Then, for all
k G t we have
p< <u y , s q f y , s .  .t 2k , k y < xyy < r4 tys.u x , t s e dy ds. . HHk , k nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
Letting k ª `, we obtain by the Dominated Convergence Theorem that
p< <u y , s q f y , s .  .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys.u x , t s e dy ds. . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
2, 1 n w . .Hence, again by parabolic potential theory, u g C R = 0, ` and
satisfies the equation
­ u¡ p n< <y q Du q u q f x , t s 0 in R = 0, ` . .~ ­ t¢u x , 0 s 0. .
The last theorem presented is related to the limit theorems demonstrated
w xin 8 . It shows the existence of a solution to the parabolic equation which
converges as t ª ` to a solution of its corresponding elliptic equation.
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 .THEOREM 3. Let n g N with n G 3, p ) nr n y 2 , and let d ) 0 be a
 .  .positi¨ e number satisfying n y 2 y nrp - d F n y 2 p y n. Assume the
 .following conditions on the nonhomogeneous term f x, t ,
 .  .1 f s f x, t is locally holder continuous in x uniformly in t,
< <F x .
 . <  . <  .2 f x, t F F x where dx - `,H ny2n < <xR
 .  .  .3 f x, t ª f x , as t ª `,
f y , s .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys. .4 e dy dsHH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
j
F , .  .2qd r py1< <2 1 q x .
 .  .where 0 - j F j n, p, d with j s min j , j . j is as defined in Theo-2 2 0 1 0
rem 1 and
1rpy11 n y 2 2d .
j s .1 4 p 2 q d .
 .Then, there exists a solution u s u x, t to the equation
­ u¡ p n< <y q Du q u q f x , t s 0 in R = 0, ` . .~ ­ t¢u x , 0 s 0. .
<  . <Furthermore, this solution satisfies the inequality u x, t F
 < <.2qd .r py1.  .  .jr 1 q x and the limit function u x s lim u x, t existst ª`
 .pointwise and is a solution of the corresponding elliptic equation with f x as
the nonhomogeneous term.
 n w . .Proof. Let C R = 0, ` denote the set of bounded continuousB
n w .functions defined on R = 0, ` and endowed with the standard sup
norm.
  n w .. <  . <  < <.2qd .r py1.Set W s u g C R = 0, ` ; u x, t F jr 1 q x andj B
 . 4lim u x, t exists pointwise where j ) 0. The subspace W is clearly at ª` j
 n w . .closed subset of C R = 0, ` . Consider the mappingB
p< <u y , s q f y , s .  .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys.Cu x , t s e dy ds. . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
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 .We need to show that for sufficiently small j ) 0, C W ; W and thatj j
this mapping C: W ª W is a contraction.j j
 .STEP 1. C W ; W for 0 - j F j .j j 2
Proof. By Step 1 of Theorem 2, we know that
j
Cu x , t F for all t G 0, .  .  .2qd r py1< <1 q x .
 .for all u g W . We now simply need to show that lim Cu x, t existsj t ª`
pointwise for all x g R n. By Fubini's theorem, we can write
ey< xyy <
2 r4 tys.
t p< <Cu x , t s u y , s q f y , s ds dy. .  .  .H H nnR 0 ’ 4p t y s .
< < 2  .By applying the change of variable h s x y y r4 t y s to the inside
integral,
`
n r2y2 yhh e 1
Cu x , t s K x , y , h , t dh dy , .  .H H ny2 nn ’< < 4 px y yR 0
where
K x , y , h , t .
p2 2< < < <x y y x y y
s 1 h u y , t y q f y , t y . .2w < xyy < r4 t , `.  5 /  /4h 4h
<  . <  .Since u y, t and f y, t converge pointwise as t ª ` it follows that
 .K x, y, h, t also converges in the same manner. It is now easy to see since
 .  .u g W and by the hypothesis 2 concerning f x, t that the integrand inj
 .the above integral for Cu x, t is dominated by an integrable function.
Thus, Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem yields that
n .lim Cu x, t exists pointwise for all x g R .t ª`
STEP 2. C: W ª W is a contraction for 0 - j F j .j j 2
Proof. Let u, ¨ g W . Thenj
< < p < < pu y , s y u y , s .  .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys.Cu x , t y C¨ x , t s e dy ds. .  . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
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By the Mean Value Theorem, we obtain that
< <Cu x , t y C¨ x , t .  .
1 ey< xyy <
2 r4 tys.
tpy1 py1 5 5F p3 j u y ¨ dy ds.HH  .  . n2qd r py1n < <0 R w x1 q y ’ 4p t y s .
Applying Fubini's theorem,
1 ey< xyy <
2 r4 tys.
t
dy dsHH  .  . n2qd r py1n < <0 R w x1 q y ’ 4p t y s .
1 ey< xyy <
2 r4 tys.
t
s dy dsH H  .  . n2qd r py1n < <R 0 w x1 q y ’ 4p t y s .
1 1 1
F dyH ny2  .  .2qd r py1nn y 2 v < < . < <x y yR w x1 q yn
1 2 q d .
F .
n y 2 2d .
Thus,
5 5 5 5Cu y C¨ F l u y ¨ ,
where
1 2 q d .
py1 py1l s p3 j .
n y 2 2d .
Choosing
 .1r py11 n y 2 2d .
j F
4 p 2 q d .
yields that C is a contraction.
We now complete the proof of the theorem. By Steps 1 and 2, C: W ªj
W is a contraction when 0 - j F j . Hence by the Contraction Mappingj 2
Theorem, C possesses a fixed point u g W , i.e.,j
p< <u y , s q f y , s .  .t 2y< xyy < r4 tys.u x , t s e dy ds. . HH nn0 R ’ 4p t y s .
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 .Since f x, t is locally Holder continuous uniformly in t, it follows
 w x.from parabolic potential theory refer to Chapter 1 of 3 that u g
2, 1 n w ..C R = 0, ` and satisfies the parabolic equation
­ u¡ p n< <y q Du q u q f x , t s 0 in R = 0, ` . .~ ­ t¢u x , 0 s 0. .
 .  .  .  .Furthermore, since f x, t ª f x , and u x, t ª u x as t ª `, the
Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem yields
< < p1 u y q f y .  .
u x s dy. . H ny2nn y 2 v < < . x y yRn
 . 2 n.Since f x is locally Holder continuous, u g C R and satisfies the
elliptic equation
p n< <Du q u q f x s 0 in R . .
4. CONCLUSION
The existence theorems from this work can be extended to partial
differential equations of the form
Du q f x , u s 0 in R n , .
 .where the nonlinear trem f x, u would satisfy certain conditions of the
<  . < <  . < p  .form f x, u F C u x q C h x and to their parabolic counterparts.1 2
Other natural extensions are to equations of the form
­ u p< <y q Lu q u q f x , t s 0, .
­ t
where L is a second order uniformly elliptic operator. Still other general-
izations of these results would be to consider an initial value to the
w xparabolic equation as in the work of 9 , but with a possibility of the
addition of a nonhomogeneous term.
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